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Summary 
South Africa has a residence based system of taxation in which South African 
tax residents are taxed on their worldwide income. A company or other artificial 
person is regarded as a South African resident for tax purposes if it is 
incorporated, established or formed in South Africa or if its ‗effective 
management‘ is located in South Africa.  
 
Where a tax treaty determines in terms of its tie breaker rule that an artificial 
person is not resident in South Africa for treaty purposes, the company will also 
not be regarded as a tax resident in terms of South African domestic law. 
Treaties to which South Africa is party will often use the ‗effective management‘ 
as the tie-breaker where a person other than an individual is resident in both 
Contracting states in terms of the respective states‘ domestic laws. 
 
The tests of ‗incorporation, established and formed‘ provide simplicity and 
certainty to governments but are easily open to manipulation by taxpayers. 
Therefore, the legislature found it necessary to incorporate ‗effective 
management‘ as a test for residency into the Act. 
 
‗Effective management‘ is a substance over form concept which be described 
as a function which embodies the periodic, most senior executive management 
functions, which are required for the management of the affairs of the entity as 
whole. The test of ‗effective management‘ by its very nature is concerned with 
vii 
 
where the crucial decisions are made in order to make a business function. To 
identify the location of ‗effective management‘ it is necessary to enquire who 
‗calls the shots‘ in the context of the management of the company as opposed 
to who controls the company notwithstanding that there may in certain 
instances be overlap between the two functions. It is submitted that any person 
who, on the face of it seems unconnected to a company, could ‗effectively 
manage‘ a company if that person is, in substance, responsible for the most 
senior executive management functions of the company. 
 
The discussion paper issued by SARS recognises the principal difficulties 
experienced with its current interpretation of the concept and makes valuable 
points, concessions and recommendations. It also recognised that the 'calling of 
shots' by the most senior executive is a critical marker of ‗effective 
management‘ and that control of a company is irrelevant in determining 
‗effective management‘.  
 
To determine who ‗effectively manages‘ a company each situation would have 
to be analysed on its own as it is not possible to create a definitive rule on the 
concept. In many cases the nature of the entity and its modus operandi would 
have to be taken into account to determine ‗effective management‘. 
 
Key words: resident, ‗effective management‘, ‗central management and control‘, 
double tax agreements 
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Chapter 1  Research goals and structure of treatise 
 
Prior to 1 January 2001, the South African tax system was based upon a source 
system of taxation which meant that amounts were only subject to tax in the 
Republic if it was from a South African source or a source deemed to be from 
South Africa. It now has a residence basis of tax which means that all South 
African residents, as defined, are taxable on their worldwide income, 
irrespective of the source of that income.  
 
As pertains to non-natural persons, it is deemed to be resident in South Africa if 
it is incorporated, established or formed in South Africa or has its place of 
‗effective management‘ located here, subject to a double tax agreement. The 
concept of ‗effective management‘ is, however, not defined and to date no 
domestic precedent has been established on the issue. This has lead to some 
uncertainty on how to interpret the term.  
 
The South African Revenue Service (SARS) has issued an Interpretation Note 
to provide guidance on its interpretation. This view has been criticised by most 
leading authors in South Africa and is not consistent with the majority of 
international interpretations on the term. 
 
The aim and purpose of this treatise is therefore to analyse the concept of place 
of ‗effective management‘. Guidance will be sought from the Organisation of 
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Economic Co-operation Development (OECD), international tax commentators 
and various other international jurisdictions. 
 
Another purpose of the research is to consider the implications of SARS current 
interpretation and to discuss the criticisms with the application thereof. In this 
regard it should be noted that SARS recently produced a discussion paper for 
comments by the public on its interpretation and asked for comments with 
respect to certain amendments that SARS aims to effect to the very 
controversial interpretation. Recommendations will therefore be provided. 
 
An analysis of the difficulties which may potentially result from the interpretation 
of the ‗effective management‘ in an international context will be provided.  
 
Structure of treatise 
Chapter 2 discusses the introduction of the residency basis of tax, the rationale 
behind its introduction and a general discussion of its method of operation. This 
chapter also provides a discussion of the current definition of ‗resident‘ as 
pertains to non-natural persons. 
 
In Chapter 3 the current SARS interpretation of the term will be analysed in 
detail.  
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Chapter 4 discusses the meaning of place of ‗effective management‘ in context 
of a treaty and ascertains whether there is a difference, if any, in the meaning of 
the concept in a treaty context as opposed to domestic legislation context. 
 
Chapter 5 deals with the OECD Model‘s use as an interpretative tool to 
influence South Africa‘s domestic laws and will also discuss in detail the 
OECD‘s interpretation of the term.  
 
In Chapter 6 an overview of the concept is viewed from the prism of ‗central 
management and control‘ (CMC) to ascertain if there are any similarities in the 
interpretations. Foreign precedent will also be discussed and analysed. 
 
In Chapter 7 recommendations and comments are articulated with respect to 
SARS‘ discussion paper. 
 
Chapter 8 will provide a conclusion.  
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Chapter 2  Introduction of residency based taxation 
 
1. Introduction 
Prior to 1 January 2001, the South African tax system was based upon a source 
system of taxation. In a source jurisdiction (which in some quarters is also 
referred to as ‗territoriality jurisdiction‘), a country‗s right to tax depends on 
whether the activities that generated the income took place within its borders. A 
taxpayer‘s place of residence is not taken into consideration. This meant that 
amounts were only subject to tax in the Republic if it was from a South African 
source or a source deemed to be from South Africa.1 
 
In the early 1990‘s however South Africa underwent political and economic 
reform. Coupled with this was the relaxation of exchange controls. 
Consequently, South African citizens could more freely invest and transfer 
moneys abroad. This caused the fiscus some concern regarding the export of 
the country‘s tax base due to the source basis of tax. 
 
As the source basis of taxation can severely restrict a country‘s tax base, 
countries that do levy tax on a source basis do not apply a pure source system. 
                                                 
1
 Olivier and Honniball International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed  (2011) at 11.  
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Use is often made of what are generally known as deemed source provisions 
i.e. a ‗source plus‘ system.2 
 
In March 1997 the Katz Commission3 produced and published the Katz report, 
the purpose which was to analyse, discuss and provide recommendations to the 
then proposed change of the South African tax system from a source-based 
system to a residency-based system. The document contained comprehensive 
recommendations in relation to the source and residence principle. 
 
These recommendations paved the way for the introduction of the residence 
based system on 1 January 2001. South African residents, both natural persons 
and non-natural persons, would become taxable on their worldwide income, 
regardless of the source of such income. Non-residents would however only be 
taxed on income from a South African source or deemed to be from a South 
African source.4 
 
2. Source 
The source of income continues to be relevant for two reasons i.e.: 5 
 Non-residents are subject to tax in South Africa on income which is from, 
or deemed to be from, a South African source; and 
                                                 
2
 The majority of South African deemed source rules are contained in S9 of the Act. Note that 
these provisions are, at the time of writing this treatise, to be replaced.  
3
 Fifth Interim Katz Report in 1997. 
4
 International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed  (2011) at 11. 
5
 K Huxham and P Haupt South African Income Tax 30 ed (2011) at 30. 
6 
 
 South Africa is party to a number of treaties with other countries. The 
main objective of these treaties is the elimination of double tax between 
two states. In resolving tax conflicts, treaties regularly use the source of 
income as the basis for the provisions contained in the treaty. The 
application of the treaty therefore in many instances requires the 
identification of the source of income.  
 
The term ‗source‘ is not defined in the Act and consequently guidance has to be 
sought from case law. There have over the years been numerous cases that 
have dealt with the interpretation of the term. The locus classicus in South 
Africa on the test to be applied to determine the actual source of income is CIR 
v Lever Brothers & Unilever Ltd where Watermeyer CJ stated the following:6 
‗the source ... is not the quarter whence they come, but the originating cause of 
their being received as income and that this originating cause is the work which 
the taxpayer does to earn them, the quid pro quo which he gives in return for 
which he receives them‘. 
 
The conversion from the source based system to the residence based system in 
2001 resulted in the repeal of most of the deeming provisions as they were 
considered superfluous. The most important remaining (and relevant) provisions 
are:7 
                                                 
6
1946 AD 441, 14 SATC 441 at 450. 
7
International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed  (2011) at 16.  
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 Amounts recovered or recouped outside South Africa (s 1 of ‗gross 
income‘ para (n)); 
 Dividends declared by a company on a ‗hybrid equity instrument‘ as 
defined in s 8E; 
 Amounts subject to withholding tax under s 35 of the Act received or 
accrued for the use or right of use in South Africa, or the grant of 
permission to use in South Africa; 
 Amounts received or accrued by virtue of a contract made for the 
disposal of a mineral (including natural oil) won in the course of mining 
operation carried out under a mining authorisation granted under the 
Minerals Act 50 of 1991, irrespective of where the contract was made or 
the mining operations were carried on (s 9(1)(cA)); 
 Amounts for the rendering of services to the national or provincial 
government, municipality or a national or provincial public entity, 
provided the services are rendered in accordance with a contract of 
employment entered into with the employer concerned (s 9(1)(e)); 
 Services which have been performed partly within and partly outside 
South Africa for which an apportionment is necessary (s 9(1)(g)); 
 Amounts received under a judicial order or written agreement of 
separation or an order of divorce if the former spouse could claim an 
income tax deduction in South Africa (s 9(1)(h)));and 
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 Certain amounts accrued to or received by non-residents who embark 
passengers or load livestock, mail or goods in the Republic, as owners or 
charterers of a shop or aircraft (s 33). 
 
3. Residency basis of tax 
As a result of the recommendations made by the Katz Commission, the 
Revenue Laws Amendment Act8 effected substantial amendments to the Act in 
order to facilitate the conversion to a residency based system, inter alia, the 
changes made to the ‗gross income‘ definition and an introduction of a ‗resident‘ 
definition. 
 
The definition of ‗gross income‘ in s 1 of the Act was amended to the effect that 
most references to income from a source in the Republic were deleted. 
Residents, therefore, would become taxable on their worldwide income with 
effect from years of assessment commencing on or after 1 January 2001. The 
aforementioned definition now read as follows: 
‗―[G]ross income‖ in relation to any year or period of assessment, means- 
(i) In the case of any resident, the total amount, in cash or otherwise, 
received by or accrued to in favour of such resident; or 
(ii) In the case of any person other than a resident, the total amount, in 
cash or otherwise, received by or accrued to or in favour of such person 
from a source within or deemed to be within the Republic.‘ 
 
                                                 
8
 Act 59 of 2000. 
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As stated earlier, non-residents are however still only be taxed in the South 
Africa on income which is derived from a source therein. 
 
3.1 Definition of resident 
On 1 January 2001, for the first time in 87 years of its existence,9 the Act 
introduced a definition of ‗resident‘.  
 
The term ‗resident‘ is defined in s 1 of the Act as meaning any: 
‗(a) natural person who is— 
(i) ordinarily resident in the Republic; or 
(ii) not at any time during the relevant year of assessment ordinarily 
resident in the Republic, if that person was physically present in 
the Republic— 
(aa) for a period or periods exceeding 91 days in aggregate 
during the relevant year of assessment, as well as for a 
period or periods exceeding 91 days in aggregate during 
each of the five years of assessment preceding such year 
of assessment; and 
(bb) for a period or periods exceeding 915 days in aggregate 
during those five preceding years of assessment, 
in which case that person will be a resident with effect from the first 
day of that relevant year of assessment: Provided that— 
                                                 
9
 D Clegg and R Strech Income Tax in South Africa Lexis Nexis (2011) in § 8.3. 
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(A) a day shall include a part of a day, but shall not include any day 
that a person is in transit through the Republic between two 
places outside the Republic and that person does not formally 
enter the Republic through a ―port of entry‖ as contemplated in 
section 9 (1) of the Immigration Act, 2002 (Act No. 13 of 2002), 
or at any other place as may be permitted by the Director 
General of the Department of Home Affairs or the Minister of 
Home Affairs in terms of that Act; and 
 (B) where a person who is a resident in terms of this subparagraph 
is physically outside the Republic for a continuous period of at 
least 330 full days immediately after the day on which such 
person ceases to be physically present in the Republic, such 
person shall be deemed not to have been a resident from the 
day on which such person so ceased to be physically present in 
the Republic; or 
 
(b)  person (other than a natural person) which is incorporated, established or 
formed in the Republic or which has its place of effective management in the 
Republic, 
 
but does not include any person who is deemed to be exclusively a resident of 
another country for purposes of the application of any agreement entered into 
between the governments of the Republic and that other country for the 
avoidance of double taxation.‘ 
 
11 
 
The definition deals separately with natural and non-natural persons (see 
below). 
 
The concept of ‗resident‘ is fundamental to the application of the worldwide 
system of taxation. The crux of the correct application of the definition of ‗gross 
income‘ is the determination of the term ‗resident‘.  
 
3.2 Natural persons 
Individuals are referred to as ‗natural persons‘ in the Act. As can be seen from 
the definition above a natural person will be resident of South Africa if he is 
either ‗ordinarily resident‘ in the country, or if he passes the ‗physical presence‘ 
test in that he is physically present in the country for the required number of 
days.10 
 
3.2.1 Natural persons – ordinarily resident 
‗Ordinary resident‘ is not defined in the Act. Consequently, guidance needs to 
be sought from case law. Our courts have interpreted the term as meaning:11 
‗The country to which [the natural person] would naturally and as a matter of 
course return from his wanderings; as contrasted with other lands it might be 
called his usual or principal residence and it would be described more aptly as 
his real home‘. [Emphasis added]  
                                                 
10
 Note that the amount of days has over the past 11 years been adjusted.  
11
 Cohen v CIR 1946 AD 174, 13 SATC 362 at 371. 
12 
 
3.2.2 Natural persons – physical presence test 
A natural person who is not ordinarily resident in South Africa may however still 
be a tax resident of South Africa if he is physically present in the country for the 
amount of days as stipulated above, subject to a double tax agreement. 
 
A detailed discussion of the residence of a natural person falls outside the 
scope of this dissertation. 
 
3.3 Non-natural persons 
In the case of a person other than a natural person, it will be resident if:12 
 It has been incorporated, established or formed; or  
 Is ‗effectively managed‘ in South Africa. 
  
These entities will include, inter alia, a company (which includes a close 
corporation) and trust. The residency test for non-natural persons are therefore 
determined by means of a combination of formal and a less mechanistic, factual 
measure i.e. ‗effective management‘.13 
 
The definition of ‗resident‘ has a proviso which states that a person will not be a 
resident of South Africa if that person is deemed to be exclusively a resident of 
                                                 
12
 See definition of ‗resident‘ in s 1 of the Act. 
13
 BA van Der Merwe „The Phrase „place of effective management‟ Effectively Explained? 
(2006) at 121. 
13 
 
another country for purposes of the application14 of any double tax agreement 
between South Africa and that country. 
 
3.3.1 Incorporated, established or formed 
It follows that if a non-natural person is incorporated, established or formed in 
South Africa, it will be regarded as a resident, regardless of where it is 
‗effectively managed‘. However, should it be incorporated, established or 
formed outside the Republic, it will be regarded as a resident only if, and for so 
long as, it is ‗effectively managed‘ in the Republic,15 subject to a double tax 
agreement. 
 
There is no definition of the terms ‗incorporation, established or formed‘ in the 
Act. It is however clear that any business entity formed and incorporated in 
South Africa under s 13 of the new Companies Act16 will fall within the definition 
of a resident for domestic law purposes. It should be noted that in terms of para 
2 of Sch 5 of the new Companies Act that every pre-existing company that was 
incorporated or registered in terms of the old Companies Act17 will continue to 
exist as a company, as if it had been incorporated in terms of the new 
Companies Act.  
 
                                                 
14
 The words ‗for purposes of the application‘ suggest that a person must be subject to the 
provisions of a treaty. See discussion of art 4(1) in Chapter 5 (2.1). 
15
 De Koker Silke on South African Income Tax Lexis Nexis (2011) in § 5.2E. 
16
 Act 71 of 2008. 
17
 Act 61 of 1973. 
14 
 
Therefore determining whether an entity has been incorporated, established or 
formed in South Africa is easily ascertainable as the requirements are done in 
accordance with the Companies Act. 
 
In terms of s 23 of the new Companies Act an external company is required to 
register with the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission within 20 
business days after it first begins to conduct business activities in South Africa. 
An external company is defined in s 1 of the new Companies Act as a foreign 
company18 that is carrying on business, or non-profit activities, as the case may 
be within the Republic. It is submitted that the registration of an external 
company in South Africa will not result in its incorporation in South Africa.19 
 
Although registration and the establishment of a branch may well result in South 
African tax liability for the profits of that branch, it would not result in the foreign 
company becoming ‗resident‘, as defined, in South Africa unless it is ‗effectively 
managed‘ in the country.20 
 
Section 13(5) of the new Companies Act however allows for the registration of a 
foreign company to be transferred to South Africa. The company will then exist 
as a company as if it was incorporated and registered under the new 
                                                 
18
 A foreign company means an entity incorporated outside South Africa. 
19
 Silke on South African Income Tax Lexis Nexis (2011) in § 5.2E. 
20
 Income Tax in South Africa in § 8.3.2. 
15 
 
Companies Act. Consequently, such foreign company will be considered a 
resident for the purposes of the resident definition contained in s 1 of the Act. 
 
Although the tests of incorporation, establishment and formation provide 
simplicity and certainty to governments and taxpayers they do not necessarily 
reflect the economic reality due to the ease of such formal acts.21 These 
requirements are therefore easily open to manipulation.22 
 
3.3.2 „Effective management‟ 
Contrary to the Katz Commission‘s recommendations, the Act does not define 
what is meant by ‗effective management‘ and to date there has been no 
domestic case law that has dealt with the meaning of the term. A recent case23 
however had the opportunity to deal with the concept but the court did not heed 
the opportunity to shed some light on the matter.  
 
‗Management and control‘ was a concept used prior to the introduction of 
‗effective management‘ as the test for establishing the residency of non-natural 
persons. The question therefore arises whether the meaning of ‗effective 
management‘ and ‗management and control‘ are similar enough to allow for 
cross-analysis. It is however submitted that the use by the legislature of 
                                                 
21
 International Tax A South African Perspective 4 ed (2008) at 65. 
22
 Paragraph 6.1.2.1 of the Katz report. 
23
 The Oceanic Trust Co. Ltd N.O. v CSARS (2011) Case number: 22556/09 as unreported at 
time of writing this dissertation. 
16 
 
different terminology indicates that it must have intended a concept different 
from that of ‗management and control‘. 
 
It should be noted that the insertion and deletion of the concepts of ‗effective 
management‘ and ‗management and control‘ respectively was so done as a 
direct result of the recommendation of the Katz Commission. It is therefore 
appropriate to note what the recommendations of the Katz Commission were in 
this regard. The Commission specifically noted the following:24  
‗The current definition of a domestic (read "resident") company is a company 
incorporated in South Africa, or a company "managed and controlled" in South 
Africa. The main criticism of this definition is that it has proven subject to 
relatively simple, formalistic manipulation. This concept is also out of line with 
the commonly used, and much more substantial, tax treaty expression of 
"effective management". The Commission recommends that the concept of 
effective management as referred to in Article 4(3) of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention be used consistently to designate the tax residence of persons 
other than natural persons. This may perhaps be best achieved through an 
appropriate definition in Section 1 of the Income Tax Act. Again, the change will 
have the benefit of employing international and, therefore, commonly 
understood terminology.‘ 
 
                                                 
24
 Paragraph 6.1.2.1 of the Katz report. 
17 
 
It is therefore implied that the Katz Commission attached a meaning to ‗effective 
management‘ which is different from the term ‗managed and controlled‘. It also 
seems to indicate a meaning similar to a treaty meaning.25 
 
4. Conclusion 
Therefore with reference to the history resulting in the introduction of the 
‗effective management‘ test into the Act, together with the repealing of the 
sections having reference to ‗management and controlled‘ in the Act, it is 
considered that our courts would be reluctant to seek guidance in the meaning 
of ‗managed and controlled‘ in assessing the meaning and interpretation of 
‗effectively managed‘.26 A cross-analysis of the two terms would therefore not 
be necessary. 
 
It is submitted that the closest concept to place of ‗effective management‘ is that 
of the place of ‗central management and control‘ (CMC).27 This concept has 
been subject to a fair amount of case law in the UK. The use by the legislature 
of a different concept must surely indicate a desire to apply a concept different 
from the place of CMC. It is however still a valuable concept to analyse as the 
lines in most situations may be blurred. This concept will therefore be analysed 
in Chapter 6. 
                                                 
25
International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed (2011) at 27. 
26
 CH Dreyer ‗A critical analysis of the interpretation, meaning and consequences of “Place of 
effective management” with reference to the definition of “Resident” in the context of the Income 
Tax Act, Act 58 of 1962, and the application thereof as tie-breaker rule‟ (2004) at 66. 
27
 Silke on South African Income Tax Lexis Nexis (2011) in § 14.45. 
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Chapter 3  SARS interpretation of „effective management‟ 
 
1. Introduction 
As stated, the term place of ‗effective management‘ is not defined in the Act and 
South African courts have not yet been called upon to consider the meaning of 
the term.  
 
Consequently, the South African Revenue Service (SARS) issued Interpretation 
Note No.6 (IN6)28 which sets out its views with respect to the meaning of the 
term. IN6 deals exclusively with the ‗effective management‘ test to determine 
residence of a person. It states that the term ‗effective management‘ or 
‗effectively managed‘ is utilised internationally and by the OECD, but that the 
term does not have a universal meaning and that the various countries and 
member countries of the OECD interpret the term differently.29 
 
2. Status of SARS Interpretation Notes 
Before discussing the contents of IN6 it is first necessary to note that  
SARS Interpretation Notes do not have the force of law and are not legally 
binding.30 They are merely SARS‘ interpretation of the law and are open to 
                                                 
28
 South African Revenue Service Interpretation Note No. 6 Resident: Place of effective 
management (persons other than natural persons) 26 March 2002. 
29
 In para 1 of IN6. 
30
 South African Income Tax 30 ed (2011) at 13. 
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challenge by taxpayers who do not agree with the interpretation.31 SARS is itself 
not necessarily bound by its own interpretation32 of the term ‗effective 
management‘. 
 
In a recent court case, ITC1830,33 the court brought into question the extent to 
which Interpretation Notes issued by SARS can be relied on by taxpayers. In 
the case the appellant was a company that wished to set off an assessed loss 
brought forward. Section 20(1) of the Act requires that a company must have 
carried on a trade and must have derived income from that trade in order to set 
off an assessed loss brought forward. Interpretation Note No. 3334 (under the 
heading SARS view) states that: 
‗SARS will accept that as long as the company has proved that a trade has 
been carried on during the current year of assessment, the company will be 
entitled to set off its balance of assessed loss from the preceding year, 
notwithstanding the fact that income may not have accrued from carrying on of 
that trade. This concession is limited to situations when it is clear that a trade 
has been carried on.‘ 
 
Despite this clear and what appeared to be an unequivocal statement, SARS 
disallowed the set-off of the assessed loss claimed by the company and the 
                                                 
31
 M Kolitz ‗Value to Taxpayers? Interpretation Notes‘ (2009) 23 Tax Planning 15. 
32
 See ITC1675 (2000) 62 SATC 219. 
33
 (2007) 70 SATC 123. 
34
 South African Revenue Service Interpretation Note No. 33 Assessed losses: Companies: The 
trade and income from trade requirements 4 July 2005. 
20 
 
court held that income must have been received or must have accrued to satisfy 
the set-off. The taxpayer therefore relied on the statement in the Interpretation 
Note to its own detriment. 
 
3. IN6 
3.1. Introduction to IN6 
The note states that the concept of ‗effective management‘ is not the same as 
shareholder control or control by the board of directors.35 In ITC174136 it was 
noted that the control of a company resides with its board of directors as it 
makes policy decisions in relation to the affairs of the company. This however 
does not mean that the board of directors cannot be involved in the ‗effective 
management‘ as there are in many instances overlap.37 In this regard, see para 
3.4 below dealing with passive holding companies.  
 
IN6 goes further and recognises the hierarchical nature of companies by 
drawing a distinction between the following levels of influence within a 
company:38    
 Central management and control which is carried out by the board of 
directors; 
                                                 
35
 In para 3.1 of IN6.  
36
(2002) 65 SATC 106. 
37
 D Clegg ‗Place of Effective Management‘ (2011) 25 Tax Planning 60. 
38
 In para 3.1 of IN6.  
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 Executive directors or senior management who execute and implement 
the day-to-day /regular/operational management and business activities; 
and  
 The day-to-day business activities of the entity. 
 
The document therefore states that these levels of influence and managerial 
structures vary from entity to entity and consequently it is necessary to consider 
the meaning of ‗effective management‘ on a case-by-case basis.  
 
3.2. General approach 
In the general approach section it states that a company‘s ‗effective 
management‘ is  located where the company is managed on a regular or day-
to-day basis by directors or senior managers of the company, irrespective of 
where the overriding control is exercised, or where the board of directors 
meets.39 Clegg40 states that that it is unclear what is meant by ‗overriding 
control‘ but that in the context used, it appears to be a reference to board 
control or shareholder influence.  
 
It is stated that management by such directors and senior managers refer to the 
execution and implementation of policy and strategy decisions made by the 
board of directors. Reference is also made to the place of implementation of the 
entity‘s overall group vision and objectives. 
                                                 
39
 In para 3.2 of IN6. 
40
 ‗Place of Effective Management‘ (2011) 25 Tax Planning 60. 
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In terms of practical application, the note adopts a three-stage, down the 
hierarchical chain, approach i.e.:41  
 Firstly, if the relevant senior management functions are exercised at a 
single location, that location will be the place of ‗effective management‘;  
 Secondly, if those functions are exercised at various locations (for 
example, where those functions are exercised through distance 
communications such as videoconferencing or the internet), the next 
level down would need to be considered i.e. where the day-to-day 
operational management and commercial decisions taken by senior 
managers are actually implemented, in other words, the place where 
business operations / activities are actually conducted from / carried out;  
 Lastly, if those business operations or activities are conducted from 
various locations, the ‗effective management‘ would be located at the 
place with the strongest economic nexus i.e. the place which is most 
economically important to the entity. 
  
3.3. Factors to be considered 
IN6 does however concede that there is no definitive rule to determine ‗effective 
management‘. It therefore lists a number of considerations which in SARS‘ view 
is important in evaluating the location of ‗effective management‘:42 
                                                 
41
 In para 3.3 of IN6. 
42
 In para 3.4 of IN6.  
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 Where the centre of top level management is located; 
 Location of and functions performed at the headquarters; 
 Where the business operations are actually conducted; 
 Where controlling shareholders make key management and commercial 
decisions in relation to the company; 
 Legal factors such as the place of incorporation, formation or 
establishment, the location of the registered office and public officer: 
 Where the directors or senior managers or the designated manager, who 
are responsible for the day-to-day management, reside; 
 The frequency of the meetings of the entity‘s directors or senior 
managers and where they take place; 
 The experience and skills of the directors, managers, trustees or 
designated managers who purport to manage the entity; 
 The actual activities and physical location of senior employees; 
 The scale of onshore as opposed to offshore operations; 
 The nature of powers conferred upon representatives of the entity, the 
manner in which those powers are exercised by the representatives and 
the purpose of conferring the powers to the representatives. 
 
This list was not intended as an exhaustive list and was included only as a 
guideline. 
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4. Criticism of IN6 
IN6 has been subject to much criticism to the point where SARS have 
acknowledged the criticism in a Discussion Paper43 (see also Chapter 7). The 
criticism has been narrowed down to four main areas which have been listed 
below.  
 
4.1 Execution and Implementation  
As stated, SARS considers ‗effective management‘ to be located where the 
company is managed on a regular or day-to-day basis and that this is located 
where these officials execute and implement the policy and strategies of the 
board. 
 
Many commentators have been critical of the approach which places undue 
emphasis on the place where strategic decisions and policies are executed and 
implemented, rather than the place where those decisions and polices are taken 
or adopted. 
 
 
                                                 
43
 SARS ‗Discussion Paper on Interpretation Note 6 Place of Effective Management‘ (2011). 
See Chapter 7.  
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Meyerowitz considers the place of ‗effective management‘ to be the place 
where:44 
―the directors meet on the business of the company, which may differ from the 
place where the company carries on business or is managed by staff or 
directors individually and not as a board. Where the company has executive 
directors, the facts may reveal that the company is effectively managed where 
such directors, in contrast to the board of directors as a whole, conduct the 
company‘s affairs‘.  
 
It appears therefore that Meyerowitz prefers the place of ‗effective management‘ 
to be where the decisions are taken rather than where they are implemented. 
Based on this extract it however seems that, on the face of it, the learned author 
takes a board-centric approach.  
 
Olivier and Honiball45 notes that Meyerowitz‘s approach is similar to that taken 
by another learned author,46 which is where the most vital management 
decisions are taken i.e. the decisions which ‗carry some weight‘ in the ordinary 
course of business. 
 
                                                 
44
D Meyerowitz Meyerowitz on Income Tax 2007♦2008 in § 5.19. See also D Meyerowitz 
‗Resident: Place of Effective Management (Persons Other Than Natural Persons)‘ (2002)        
51 The Taxpayer 67. 
45
 International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed (2011) at 29. 
46
 Juta Income Tax, 2006, Commentary on Income Tax Lexis Nexis. 
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Olivier and Honiball47 make the point that the running of a business goes 
beyond the implementation of decisions and administration. It takes the position 
that place of ‗effective management‘ is the place where the higher level of day-
to-day running of the business takes place but does not necessarily include the 
strategic decision making. 
 
Clegg48 states that the term ‗day-to-day‘ is probably the cause to the different 
approaches taken by different commentators. His view is that the term bears a 
meaning which is regular or frequent and possibly includes the connotation of 
an event which is unexceptional in character. It appears, however, that it is 
often viewed as connoting a ‗common-or-garden‘ or lower level event. He states 
further that this may be the origin of SARS‘ emphasis on the operational level 
management of a business as having relevance to place of ‗effective 
management‘. 
 
4.2 Inconsistency of use in terminology 
There seems to be inconsistency in the use of terminology in IN6. In this regard, 
commentators have drawn attention to discrepancies between the language 
used in the section which discusses the general approach and the one which 
discusses practical applications.49  
 
                                                 
47
 International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed (2011) at 28. 
48
 ‗Place of Effective Management‘ (2011) 25 Tax Planning 60. 
49
 SARS Discussion Paper at 5. 
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Also, specific concerns have been raised regarding the statutory basis for the 
use of an ‗economic nexus‘ test to determine the ‗effective management‘ in 
situations where the primary or predominant locus of the ‗second level‘ down 
the hierarchical chain, as described above, cannot be identified. These 
concerns are justified because the test of ‗effective management‘, by its very 
nature is concerned where the crucial decisions are made in order to make a 
business function. Van der Merwe in his comprehensive thesis on ‗effective 
management‘ states:50 
‗―Economic nexus‖ does not feature as a separate test for conferring residence, 
and unless it can be used as a means to determine a deemed place of effective 
management, or as a tie-breaker test in a provision in a double-tax agreement, 
it has no standing in our law. Then again, if it is indeed advanced only as a 
deemed place of effective management, that should be expressly stated and 
explained. In brief, the relevance of the test of ‗economic nexus‘ should be 
clarified.‘ 
 
He further states that:51  
‗Its relevance as a jurisdictional determinant for residence has been queried: it 
seems at first blush more aligned to the rationale behind source-based 
jurisdiction which asserts tax on the basis that a country is entitled to share in 
the wealth from income generated from economic activity within that country.‘ 
 
                                                 
50
 „The Phrase „Place of Effective Management‟ Effectively Explained? (2006) at 121-137. 
51
„The Phrase „Place of Effective Management‟ Effectively Explained? (2006) at 129. 
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The criteria of where the company makes the most money is therefore an 
unimportant factor in the enquiry and is, with respect, not a matter which should 
even enter the discussion when trying to ascertain where a company‘s ‗effective 
management‘ is located. It has however been suggested by the OECD to be 
used as a replacement for the ‗effective management‘ test or as one element in 
a hierarchy of tie-breaker tests as alluded to by Van der Merwe above. 
 
4.3 Relevant factors considered to be irrelevant 
Another factor is the seemingly inconsistency between some of the facts and 
circumstances outlined in the guideline and the general approach.52 Two items 
have been especially controversial in this regard.  
 
The first is the item which refers to where controlling shareholders make key 
management and commercial decisions in relation to the company. The second 
refers to legal factors such as the place of incorporation, formation or 
establishment, the location of registered office and public officer. 
 
Clegg‘s53 opinion about the list is that is a scatter gun approach to the analysis 
of ‗effective management‘ and cannot be supported in many circumstances. It is 
submitted that this analysis is correct for the reasons mentioned below. 
 
                                                 
52
 SARS Discussion Paper at 5. 
53
 ‗Place of Effective Management‘ (2011) 25 Tax Planning 60. 
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By way of example, contrary to the concepts of ‗incorporation, established or 
formed‘, ‗effective management‘ depends on the actual circumstance, that is to 
say where crucial decisions are made54 and, as noted above, these criteria are 
clearly distinguished in the ‗resident‘ definition in s 1 of the Act.. 
 
Also, for the same reason as stated in the previous paragraph, the location of 
the registered office and public officer is, with respect, irrelevant to the enquiry 
of the concept of ‗effective management‘.  
 
Another factor is that of experience and skills of management which, with 
respect, is also an irrelevant factor into the enquiry of ‗effective management‘. 
The fact that a company is managed ineffectively or inefficiently should not be a 
consideration on where such management takes place. However what could 
have been meant by this point is that the level of experience is likely to be with 
the higher level of managers within an entity.55 
 
4.4 No differentiation between operating and investment holding companies 
Another area of criticism concerns the failure by IN6 to provide any specific 
guidance for cases involving passive or intermediate holding companies.56  
 
Companies can normally be distinguished between: 
                                                 
54
 De Koker Silke on International Tax in § 17.3.2. 
55
 AL Warner  ‗The New Fiscal Residence: Effective Management‘ (2002) at 53. 
56
 SARS Discussion Paper at 5. 
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 A manufacturing or other commercial or industrial operating company, 
and  
 Those involving passive or investment holding companies.57 
 
For operating companies the executive management function would generally 
speaking be the activities of the managing director, who normally gives effect to 
the strategies laid down by the board of directors. In these circumstances one 
would therefore generally look at the person who generally ‗calls the shots‘ in 
instances of disagreement within the management functions.  
 
It is submitted that investment companies, due to its method of operation, 
should be treated differently. Due to its nature there will therefore strictly 
speaking be no ‗day-to-day‘ running of the business. Its activities will normally 
be restricted to the board having quarterly meetings to consider the following 
management functions:58 
 The financial and management reports of its subsidiaries; 
 The performance of its portfolio; 
 Recommend strategy changes; and  
 In some cases give effect to those decisions. 
 
                                                 
57
 D Clegg ‗One size does not fit all‘ (2011) 25 Planning 79. 
58
‗One size does not fit all‘ (2011) 25 Planning 79. 
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An investment holding company‘s ‗effective management‘ will therefore often be 
exercised at board level and will be where the board meets. However, it should 
be noted that if the board merely rubber-stamps the decisions of its shareholder 
it may be found that the ‗effective management‘ lies with the shareholder. The 
location of the shareholder‘s executive decisions would then be the place of 
‗effective management‘.  
 
5. Conclusion 
It is clear that many authors differ on the meaning of ‗effective management‘. It 
is however clear that most authors disagree with SARS interpretation of the 
concept. Some prefer an approach of where the ‗most vital‘ decisions are made, 
others where the management ‗shots are called‘ and others a more hands on 
approach. 
 
It would seem however that most, if not all, of the authors‘ views are in some 
way influenced the OECD‘s interpretation of the concept and also foreign 
precedent. As stated, the Katz Commission on its recommendation of the 
concept of ‗effective management‘ hinted at an approach similar to that of the 
OECD. 
 
In addition, SARS have, after nearly 10 years, noted the criticism and are in the 
processes of amending IN6. In this regard they have asked for comments by 
the public on the SARS Discussion Paper. This paper will provide comments in 
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this regard in Chapter 7. However before this is performed, the OECD and 
foreign precedent will be examined for principles established on the matter. This 
will be done in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.  
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Chapter 4  Double tax agreements 
 
1. Introduction 
The definition of ‗resident‘ has a proviso which states that a person will not be a 
resident of South Africa if that person is deemed to be exclusively a resident of 
another country ‗for purposes of the application‘59 of any double tax agreement, 
also referred to as a tax treaty, between South Africa and that country. Where a 
treaty determines in terms of its tie-breaker rule that a company is not resident 
in South Africa for treaty purposes, the company will also not be regarded as a 
tax resident in terms of South African domestic law.60   
 
South Africa currently61 has treaties with seventy other countries. Of those, fifty-
five use ‗effective management‘ as the tie-breaker for determining residency. 
Twelve leave disputes to be resolved by the competent authorities through the 
mutual agreement procedure. The treaty with the United States of America 
looks to the place of incorporation of a company or other legal person, while the 
treaty with Iran looks to the location of the registered office of a company or 
other legal person. The treaty with Canada looks to the place of incorporation of 
a company if the company is organised under the laws of either Contracting 
state. If the company is not, for example, where a company is organised under 
                                                 
59
 The words ‗for purposes of the application‘ suggest that a person must be subject to the 
provisions of a treaty.
59
 See discussion of article 4(1) below. 
60
 See the definition of ‗resident‘ in s 1 of the Act. 
61
 As at 1 November 2011. 
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the laws of a third country, but operates in both South Africa and Canada, the 
place of ‗effective management‘ is used as the tie-breaker. 
 
As a result of the wide use of the term within its treaties it has become relevant 
within a South African context as South Africa has followed the formulation of 
the tie-breaker clause which is contained in Art 4(3) of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention (OECD MTC) (see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion on this 
article).  
 
It is therefore necessary to analyse the objectives, mechanics and legal status 
of double tax agreements in South African domestic law.  
 
2. Treaty objectives and mechanics 
Double tax agreements are agreements between states discussing how they 
will allocate taxing rights on cross-border transactions between themselves with 
the object of avoiding double tax.  
 
One of the main objectives of a treaty is usually reflected in its preamble or the 
title, which normally states that its purpose is the avoidance of double tax of the 
prevention of fiscal evasion.62 Double tax normally arise when an amount is 
taxed in more than one jurisdiction either because the recipient is considered a 
resident of both jurisdictions or because the recipient is taxed on his worldwide 
                                                 
62
 International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed (2011) at 296.  
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income in the country of his residence and also in the other jurisdiction on the 
basis of source.  
 
3. Incorporation of treaty‟s into South African tax law 
Section 108(1) of the Act allows the National Executive to enter into double tax 
agreements with other governments with the view of the:  
‗prevention, mitigation or discontinuance of the levying, under the laws of the 
Republic and of such other country, of tax in respect of the same income, 
profits, or gains, or tax imposed in respect of the same donation..‘  
 
Section 108(2) of the Act provides that, when Parliament has approved the 
treaty, as required by s 231 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 
(the Constitution), the arrangement shall be notified by publication in the 
Government Gazette. Once so published, a treaty will have the same legal 
effect as any other section contained in the Act, even if there is inconsistency 
within these provisions.63  
 
It is consistent with the principles of statutory interpretation that a term should 
bear the same meaning in a treaty which forms part of the Act64 as it does in the 
body of the Act itself.65 The meaning of ‗effective management‘ in a domestic 
context will therefore be similar to that in the context of a treaty.  
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 International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed (2011) at 306. 
64
 Section 108(2) of the Act. 
65
 ‗Place of Effective Management‘ (2011) 25 Tax Planning 60. 
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4. Status of treaties in South African domestic tax law 
When domestic courts are called on to interpret any legislation, they are 
constitutionally bound to give preference to any reasonable interpretation that is 
consistent with international law over any alternative interpretation which is 
inconsistent to it.66 The question is therefore raised whether cognisance should 
be taken of interpretation of the place of ‗effective management‘ South Africa 
can take note of the content of the OECD MTC. This principle was confirmed in 
CIR v Downing67 when the court upheld the dicta of the court a quo that in a 
treaty context South Africa may take cognisance of the content of the OECD 
MTC, as South Africa has adopted the Model for its treaties. 
 
Therefore, even in the unlikely event of our courts accepting the meaning of the 
concept as interpreted by SARS, they would be reluctant to do so in the context 
of a treaty. Olivier and Honiball confirm this view and note that:68 
‗although it may be argued that SARS Interpretation Note No 6 may play a 
significant role in the determination of the meaning of the term 'place of effective 
management' for domestic law purposes, it is submitted that it cannot play the 
same role in determining the meaning of the term for treaty purposes. The only 
time when it will play a decisive role is when the SARS' view crystallises into 
                                                 
66
 Section 233 of the Constitution. 
67
 37 SATC 249. 
68
 International Tax A South African Perspective 5 ed  (2011) at 42. 
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legislation and from the provisions of the particular treaty it is clear that the 
meaning given to the term under South African domestic law is decisive‘. 
 
5. Purpose of exclusion proviso 
Taking cognisance of the comments listed above, it is clear that the proviso to 
the definition of a ‗resident‘ is used as a mechanism by the domestic legislation 
to eliminate situations which may arise where an entity could be taxed twice on 
the same income as a result of dual residency. In this regard SARS‘ 
Interpretation Note No.4 states that:69 
‗Tax treaties provide a separate set of rules for determining whether a person is 
a resident of a country. Under most of these tax treaties a person is a resident 
of a country if that person is liable to tax in that country by reason of that 
person‘s domicile or residence. If a person is a resident of two countries by 
virtue of the criteria described in the tax treaty, that person‘s residence is 
determined by virtue of the various tie-breaker rules. Where a person is 
exclusively deemed to be a resident of another country for purposes of the tax 
treaty (by virtue of tax treaty tie-breaker rules or otherwise), that person will not 
be a resident for purposes of the Act regardless of any other rules pertaining to 
the definition of “resident” contained in the Act.‘ 
 
                                                 
69
 In para 4.4 of Interpretation Note No. 4. 
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It should be noted that the proviso will only applicable if a person is regarded for 
all purposes i.e. exclusively to be resident in a certain state, and not when he or 
she is so regarded for certain purposes only.70 
 
6. Conclusion 
Having established that there are numerous different domestic interpretations 
on the concept of place of ‗effective management‘ it now becomes necessary to 
compare these interpretations to international interpretations. However, before 
such an enquiry can be performed, it is first necessary to consider the status 
and relevance of those international interpretations.  
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 Juta Income Tax, 2006, Commentary on Income Tax Lexis Nexis. 
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Chapter 5   OECD 
 
1. Introduction  
The OECD is an international organization which is represented by member 
countries. The OECD MTC was established to address problems relating to 
double tax between member countries and to create a universal solution to 
these issues. South Africa is not a member of the OECD. Despite this, South 
Africa has adopted the OECD model with respect to its treaties it has entered 
into with other jurisdictions. The question is therefore raised whether, when 
interpreting ‗effective management‘, South Africa should take cognisance of the 
content listed in the OECD MTC. 
 
According to Vogel,71 the OECD Commentary should only be binding amongst 
non-member states if the wording and context used by the relevant treaty 
corresponds exactly with that of the OECD MTC. As noted, this principle was 
also confirmed in the Downing case when the court upheld the dicta of the court 
a quo that in a treaty context South Africa was may take cognisance of the 
content of the OECD MTC, as South Africa has adopted the Model for its 
treaties. 
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 K Vogel Klaus Vogel on Double Taxation Conventions 3 ed, at 45. 
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It should also be noted that the Constitution is the supreme law of South Africa. 
Any law contrary to the Constitution is invalid.72 The Constitution specifically 
states that when domestic courts are called on to interpret any legislation, they 
are constitutionally bound to give preference to any reasonable interpretation 
that is consistent with international law over any alternative interpretation which 
is inconsistent with international law.73 
 
Therefore, based on the stare decisis rule, it is clear that the OECD 
Commentary has, at least, persuasive authority in South Africa and where the 
wording and context of any treaty corresponds with that of the OECD MTC, it 
has binding effect.74  
 
It is therefore appropriate to look at the OECD commentary in order to obtain 
guidance on the concept of ‗effective management‘. It should be noted though 
that other countries, given the same facts, may interpret the term differently. 
This could be either because of the terms of their domestic law, or because the 
commentary of the model treaty is less binding on them, or for other reasons.75 
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 Section 2 of Constitution. 
73
 Section 233 of the Constitution. 
74
 I Gaum „Withholding Tax on Immovable Property Disposals by Non-Residents‘ (2006) at 29. 
75
 See for example the comments on domestic interpretation of place of effective management 
in the UK in Smallwood. This case will be discussed later in the document.  
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2. Art 4 of the OECD MTC 
The purpose of Art 4 is to define what is meant by the term ‗resident of a 
Contracting State‘. The OECD Commentary states that the concept of ‗resident 
of Contracting State‘ has various functions and is important for three reasons 
i.e.:76 
 Determining the convention‘s personal scope of application; 
 Solving cases where double taxation arises due to  dual residence; 
 Solving cases where double taxation arises as a result of taxation in the 
State of residence and in the State of source or situs. 
 
With respect to non-natural persons the article provides as follows: 
‗1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term ―resident of a Contracting 
State‖ means any person who, under the laws of that State, is liable to 
tax therein by reason of his domicile, residence, place of management 
or any other criterion of a similar nature, and also includes that State 
and any political subdivision or local authority thereof. This term, 
however, does not include any person who is liable to tax in that State in 
respect only of income from sources in that State or capital situated 
therein. 
2.  ... 
3.  Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph 1 a person other than 
an individual is a resident of both Contracting States, then it shall be 
                                                 
76
 Paragraph 1 of the commentary on paragraph 4 of the OECD Model (2010). 
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deemed to be a resident only of the State in which its place of effective 
management is situated‘. [Emphasis added] 
 
2.1 General Comments on Art 4 
As noted above, ‗resident of a Contracting State‘ is specifically defined in 
art 4(1) and refers to a person who, ‗under the laws of that State‘, is liable to tax 
by reason of its personal attachments to that state and it is noted in the 
commentary77 that the domestic laws of the countries normally impose a 
comprehensive liability to tax based on these personal attachments. Art 4(1) 
therefore adopts the concept of residence in the domestic laws of the State 
concerned, including any person who is deemed to be a resident in terms of the 
tax laws of the State.  
 
It is clear, from the wording, that a person will only be regarded as resident of a 
Contracting State if such person is ‗liable to tax‘ in that State and not simply as 
the same meaning of the domestic law of each state. It therefore recognises 
that different countries have different concepts in determining a company‘s 
‗liability to tax‘ and treaties do not usually interfere with the domestic laws of the 
respective states. 
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 Paragraph 3 of the commentary on paragraph 4 of the OECD Model (2010). 
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Baker,78 in a discussion on the High Court Decision in Trevor Smallwood Trust v 
Revenue & Customs,79 notes that:80 
‗...though the treaty definition is linked to liability under domestic law, the term 
‗resident‘ is not simply defined as having the same meaning as under domestic 
law of each Contracting State.... Article 4(1), to the contrary, does not base the 
meaning of the terms ‗resident of a Contracting State‘ on the definition of the term 
‗resident‘ under the domestic law of each state. There are good reasons why tax 
treaties do not adopt that approach. There are states which do not employ the 
term ‗resident‘ but nevertheless have the concept of a person who has general or 
unlimited liability to tax (that is liability to tax only on income arising from sources 
in the Contracting State concerned), and attach that general or unlimited liability 
to a person whose residence, domicile or place of management (or other 
criterion) is in that state. Thus, it is fundamental to tax treaties based upon the 
OECD Model that there is a concept of residence for treaty purposes, which may 
have a meaning different from the term ‗resident‘ under the law of one or both of 
the Contracting States.‘ 
 
Where a person is ‗resident‘ in only one of the Contracting States as a result of 
applying the criteria in art 4(1), no further investigation is needed.  
 
However, in the case of any persons other than natural persons, if that person 
is ‗resident‘ of both Contracting States as a result of applying domestic laws, art 
                                                 
78
 P Baker ‗The High Court Decision in Smallwood‘ (2009).  
79
 (2008) UKSPC 669. 
80
 ‗The High Court Decision in Smallwood‘ (2009) at 4.  
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4(3) provide the tie-breaker test in order to determine which State should be 
granted the taxing rights. For example, where a company is resident in South 
Africa as a result of being incorporated therein and has its CMC in the UK,81 art 
4(3) of the treaty will settle the dispute of residence to determine the residency 
of the person (for treaty purposes only). 
 
2.2 Comments on art 4(3) – The tie-breaker 
Article 4(3) is applicable to companies and other bodies of persons, irrespective 
of whether they are legal persons or not. The commentary82 notes that it may be 
rare in practice for a non-natural person  to be subject to tax as a resident in 
more than one State, but it is possible if one State attaches importance to a 
formal requirement e.g. registration and the other State to the place of effective 
management. The commentary further notes that it would not be an adequate 
solution to attach importance to a purely formal criterion (incorporation, 
establishment, registration etc.). Consequently, para 3 attach importance to the 
place where the non-natural persons are actually managed. 
 
In order to provide clarity on the meaning of place of ‗effective management‘, 
the 2005 OECD Commentary stated that:83 
‗[t]he place of effective management is the place where the key management 
and commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the entity‘s 
                                                 
81
 The UK uses the CMC test to determine residence for domestic purposes.  
82
  Paragraph 21 of the commentary on paragraph 4.3 of the OECD Model (2010). 
83
 Paragraph 24 of the commentary on paragraph 4.3 of the OECD Model (2005). 
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business are in substance made. The place of effective management will 
ordinarily be the place where the most senior person or group of persons (for 
example the board of directors) makes its decisions, the place where the 
actions to be taken by the entity as a whole are determined; however, no 
definitive rule can be given and all relevant facts and circumstances must be 
examined to determine the place of effective management. An entity may have 
more than one place of management, but it can only have one place of effective 
management at any one time.‘ 
 
In the 2008 update to the Commentary the reference to the example of place 
where the most senior group of persons and board of directors was deleted. In 
the 2010 Update the Commentary was further refined but not substantially. The 
commentary now states:84 
‗[t]he place of effective management is the place where key management and 
commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the entity‘s business 
as a whole are in substance made. All relevant facts and circumstances must 
be examined to determine the place of effective management. An entity may 
have more than one place of management, but it can have only one place of 
effective management at any one time.‘ 
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 Paragraph 24 of the commentary on paragraph 4.3 of the OECD Model (2010). 
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3. Klaus Vogel85 
Klaus Vogel, in setting out his views on ‗effective management‘ states that:86 
‗difficulties in determining the place of effective management must not be 
circumvented by attaching to the statutory seat, even if it may be a domestic 
criterion for establishing tax residence‘. 
 
He further states that:87 
‗the place of management of an enterprise is where the management‘s 
important policies are actually made… 
‗What is decisive is not the place where the management directives take effect 
but rather the place where they are given. Accordingly…the centre of 
management activities of a company generally is the place at which the person 
authorised to represent the company carries on his business-managing 
activities. A place from which a business is merely supervised would not qualify. 
If the commercial and the non-commercial side of a business are managed at 
different places, the location of the commercial management will be controlling. 
If the place of effective management cannot be determined by application of 
these criteria, the top manager‘s residence will regularly determine the 
residence of the company…only one place is acceptable as the centre of top 
level management within the meaning of that rule…‘ 
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Clegg88 states that he agrees, in general, with the views of Vogel. He however 
notes that the reference to the ‗residence‘ of a top manager as stated by Vogel 
appears to be misleading but does not elaborate further on his reasoning for 
this remark. It may be that the reason for this remark is that, as stated already, 
the test of ‗effective management‘, by its very nature is concerned where the 
crucial decisions are made in order to make a business function. 
Notwithstanding the fact that that a top managers residence may be indicative 
or helpful in the determination of ‗effective management‘, it cannot and should 
not be decisive in its determination. 
 
4. Influence of the technology on the concept of „effective management‟ 
The communications and technological revolution has over the past 15 years 
fundamentally changed the way businesses operate. Because of the 
sophisticated telecommunication technology and fast, efficient and relatively 
cheap transportation, it is no longer necessary for the persons who are normally 
responsible for the effective management of a business to be physically present 
in any one particular location for such purposes. 
 
Increased mobility and functional decentralisation have had a significant impact 
on the incidence of dual-resident companies, and the application of the place of 
‗effective management‘ tie-breaker rules.  
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The Katz Commission was alive to this when it noted that:89  
‗international trade investment will increasingly become a function of global 
electronic communication such as through the Internet. There is no doubt that 
these developments will greatly impact some of the basic tenets of international 
taxation as they exist today. Examples include ...the ease with which current 
residence notions can be manipulated through hyper-mobility of an entire office 
and trading or management capacity‘. 
  
This influence of globalisation and the impact of modern technology on the 
place of ‗effective management‘ were also touched on by Van Der Merwe90 in 
his paper when he stated the following: 
‗The adequacy of effective management as a tie-breaker rule based upon these 
factors, has been questioned. This interpretation of the phrase was coined 
when companies were generally organised in a hierarchical structure and 
management could be located at a specific point within a certain period of time. 
However, modern companies are increasingly run and managed divisionally 
rather than through the legal entities in which the divisions are formed. This has 
resulted in an organisational network spread across different countries. Also, 
due to modern technology, management has become much more mobile and 
traditional places of effective management may rotate. Technology has 
furthermore made it possible to manage without the need for a group of persons 
to be physically located or to meet in one place, for instance at the company‘s 
headquarters. Because of these changed management structures and 
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technology, effective management based on where the directors meet becomes 
a matter of choice and manipulation. Even when based on a wider interpretation 
of key management and decision making, it is evident that technology makes it 
difficult to pin effective management down to one constant location, and double 
or multiple residences or even non-residence may be the result.‘ 
In response to the abovementioned concerns, the OECD Technical Group on 
Monitoring the Application of Existing Treaty Norms for the Taxation of Business 
Profits (TAG) issued a draft discussion paper (2001 TAG Discussion Paper)91 in 
February 2001. It was stated that the purpose of the TAG Discussion Paper 
was:92 
‗to identify possible limitations we are likely to face with the application of the 
―place of effective management‖ tie breaker rule in the current and future 
environment of electronic commerce and technology and to identify possible 
solutions.‘ 
 
The paper stated, inter alia, that the determination of the place where key 
management and commercial decisions were made was not too difficult in the 
past as most senior managers / managers tended to operate from and meet in a 
single location such as a head office. Also, the place where the top level 
management activities occurred generally coincided with the place where the 
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company was incorporated and had its registered office, where the business 
activities were conducted and where the directors or senior managers resided.93  
 
Consequent to these factors it states that:94 
―the application of the [traditional] factors may not result in a clear determination 
of which State should be given preference as the State of residence, or may 
result in an outcome which does not appear to accord with the policy intentions 
of the [tie-breaker] provision‖. [Emphasis added] 
 
It further notes that:95 
‗given that the ‗place of effective management‘ is one of substance over form, in 
theory, it should always produce results which reflect the true policy intention of 
the tie breaker rule‘. 
 
It appears therefore, consequent to the influence of technology, that the 
characteristics of ‗effective management‘ could exist in a number of jurisdictions 
and it may be said to exist simultaneously in more than one jurisdiction without 
a specific single jurisdiction being dominant. Therefore, in order to produce a 
tie-breaker rule to overcome these inconsistencies, the 2001 TAG Discussion 
Paper put forward a number of alternatives, inter alia, the refinement of the 
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concept of ‗effective management‘. The note also suggested the option of 
replacing the concept of ‗effective management‘ be considered. The alternatives 
suggested were  (i) place of incorporation or, in the case of an unincorporated 
association, place where corporate law applies to the establishment of the 
enterprise; (ii) Place where the directors/shareholders reside; and (iii)The place 
where economic nexus is strongest. To date no further steps or talks have been 
taken in order to replace the concept of effective management. There has rather 
been a tendency towards refining the concept towards a more substantive 
approach. The aforementioned suggestions have therefore not been dealt with 
in this report. 
 
In an attempt to refine the ‗effective management‘ test, two options were 
suggested i.e. making a determination on the basis of predominant factors or 
giving a weighting to various factors considered to be important.  
 
The predominant factors which are spoken about are: 
 where the key management and commercial decisions are made in 
substance; 
  where the most senior person or group of persons makes its decisions; 
and 
 where the actions to be taken by the enterprise as a whole are 
determined.  
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However, not all cases will these predominant factors be evident96 and in such 
cases, in association with the predominant factors, other factors should be 
considered:97 
 location of and functions performed at the headquarters;  
 information on where central management and control of the company is 
to be located contained within company formation documents (articles of 
association etc); 
 place of incorporation or registration;  
 relative importance of the functions performed within the two States; and  
 where the majority of directors reside. 
 
5. Suggestions for changes to the OECD MTC concept of „effective 
management‟ 
In 2003, TAG issued another draft report (2003 Discussion Paper) in which it 
recommended that the Commentary be focused on 2 main areas i.e.:98 
 The first proposal was the refinement of the concept of ‗effective 
management‘ by expanding the Commentary explanations as to how the 
test should be interpreted; and 
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 The second proposal was the replacement of the ‗effective management‘ 
criteria as a tie-breaker test with a ‗hierarchy of tests‘ which is similar to 
that which applies to individuals. 
 
5.1.1 Expanded explanation of „effective management‟ 
It was recommended that the Commentary be updated to provide that where 
the key management and commercial decisions necessary for the conduct of an 
entity‘s business are in substance made one State by a person or group of 
persons but are formally finalised in another State that the following factors 
should apply:99 
 Where a board of directors formally finalizes key management and 
commercial decisions necessary for the conduct of the entity‘s business 
at meetings held in Contracting State A but these decisions are in 
substance made in Contracting State B, ‗effective management‘ will be 
located in Contracting State B; 
 Where a person such as a controlling interest holder (e.g. a parent 
company or associated enterprise) effectively makes key management 
and commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the 
entity‘s business, the ‗effective management‘ will be where that person 
makes those key decisions. The decisions must however go beyond the 
normal management and policy formulation of a group‘s activities (e.g. 
the type of decisions that a parent company of a multinational group 
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 „Place of Effective Management Concept: Suggestions for Changes to the OECD Model Tax 
Convention‟ (2003) in 7. 
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would be expected to take as regards the direction, co-ordination and 
supervision of the activities of each part of the group); 
 Where a board of directors routinely approves the commercial and 
strategic decisions made by the executive officers, ‗effective 
management‘ will be located at the place where the executive officers 
perform their functions. In distinguishing between a place where a 
decision is made as opposed to where it is merely approved 
(rubberstamped), one should consider the place where advice on 
recommendations or options relating to the decisions were considered 
and where the decisions were ultimately developed. 
 
Based on comments received, the OECD revised its Commentary on place of 
management in 2008.100 In particular, the revised Commentary omits any 
reference to an entity‘s board or directors or similar body.  
 
The OECD however noted that the proposed expanded explanation put forward 
by the TAG would not be in line with the views of the majority of its member 
countries as to the meaning of the concept of place of effective management as 
many of the OECD member countries was of the view that the TAG‘s proposed 
interpretation gave undue priority to the place where the board of director‘s of a 
company would meet over the place where the senior executives of that 
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company would make key management decisions.101 It therefore appears that 
the majority of the OECD member countries prefer the view that ‗effective 
management‘ is located where the ‗shots are called‘ by the key management. 
 
5.1.2 Suggestion that tie-breaker be replaced by a hierarchy of tests 
The alternative proposal was to adopt a new version of art 4(3) of the OECD 
MTC and adopt a hierarchy of tests to be followed to determine residence of 
non-corporate taxpayers. The tests proposed were as follows: 
 where a person is resident in both States, the entity is deemed to be 
resident in the State in which it has its ‗effective management‘; 
 where the place of ‗effective management‘ cannot be determined or 
where it is situated in neither of the Contracting States, the entity shall be 
resident in the State in which it (a) has the greatest economic nexus or 
(b) the State in which its senior business decisions are taken;  
 where (b) is followed and it cannot be determined in which State its 
business decisions are taken, residency will default to the State from 
which it derives its legal status i.e. where it has been incorporated, 
established or formed; and 
 if a conflict still exists, the residency should be settled by mutual 
agreement between the competent authorities. 
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Subsequent to this report, no further steps have been taken by the OECD in this 
regard. This may well be an indication that the OECD does not intend to take 
any of the proposals further.102  
 
6. Mutual agreement  
The Commentary to art 4(3) was updated in 2008 to provide that Contracting 
states may provide that the ‗effective management‘ tie-breaker clause be 
replaced by a mutual agreement clause. In this regard the following wording 
was recommended:103 
‗Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph 1 a person other than an 
individual is a resident of both Contracting States, the competent authorities of 
the Contracting States shall endeavour to determine by mutual agreement the 
Contracting State of which such person shall be deemed to be a resident for the 
purposes of the Convention, having regard to its place of effective 
management, the place where it is incorporated or otherwise constituted and 
any other relevant factors. In the absence of such agreement, such person shall 
not be entitled to any relief or exemption from tax provided by this Convention 
except to the extent and in such manner as may be agreed upon by the 
competent authorities of the Contracting State.‘ 
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The Commentary to art 4(3) provides further that, as part of the mutual 
agreement procedure, the competent authorities are expected to take 
cognisance of the following factors in determining the residence:  
 where the board of directors or equivalent bodies meet; 
 where the chief executive officer and other senior executives usually 
carry on their activities; 
 where the senior day-to-day management of the person is carried on; 
 where the person‘s headquarters are located; 
 which country‘s laws govern the legal status of the person; 
 where its accounting records are kept; 
 whether determining that the legal person is a resident of one of the 
Contracting States but not of the other for the purpose of the Convention 
would carry the risk of abuse of the provisions of the Convention etc.  
 
Countries that consider that the competent authorities should not be given the 
discretion to solve such cases of dual residence without an indication of the 
factors to be used for that purpose may want to supplement the provision to 
refer to these or other factors that they consider relevant. 
 
7. Conclusion  
Other than the OECD Commentary there seems to be no further guidance of 
the term of ‗effective management‘. In addition, there is no guidance to be found 
on the meaning of the concept in South Africa case law. It therefore becomes 
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necessary to look at foreign precedent and how these can assist with the 
application of the term.  
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Chapter 6  Foreign precedent 
 
1. Introduction 
There is very little guidance, if any, to be found on the meaning of the term 
‗effective management‘ in South African case law. One of the more recent 
international decisions is the UK Appeal Court decision of Commissioner for Her 
Majesty‟s Revenue and Customs v Smallwood and another104 concerning the 
‗effective management‘ of a trust is therefore a welcome source of reference.  
 
2. Smallwood case 
It should be noted that the Smallwood case was first heard by the Special 
Commissioners,105 which decided in favour of the Revenue. The taxpayers 
appealed to the Chancery Division of the High Court106 which decided in their 
favour. Revenue then appealed to the Court of Appeal107 where, by a majority of 
two to one, the appeal was decided in favour of the Revenue. Emslie108 notes 
that this see-sawing of judgements is evidence of the fact that the meaning of 
‗effective management‘ is sometimes far from clear on a particular set of facts. 
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2.1 Smallwood case – the facts 
In 1989 Mr Trevor Smallwood settled property on a trust for the benefit of 
himself and his family. During 1994 a company which was incorporated in 
Jersey became the trustee of the trust. By 2000 the principal asset of the trust 
was a number of FirstGroup Plc shares, which, if they were disposed of at that 
stage would have triggered a large capital gains tax (CGT) liability attributable 
to Mr Trevor Smallwood in the UK. A tax structuring scheme was therefore 
devised to move the residency of the trust to Mauritius who does not impose 
CGT on the disposal of an asset. This was achieved by the Jersey trustee 
resigning and being replaced by Mauritius trustees. The shares would then be 
disposed of by the new trustees, who would subsequently be replaced by UK 
resident trustees within the same year of assessment. 
 
2.2 Special Commissioners decision 
In interpreting the concept of ‗effective management‘ the Special 
Commissioners turned to UK case law and the OECD Commentary at the time. 
It found that they did not find much assistance from the numerous authorities 
considered apart from the ―realistic, positive management‖ principle adopted in 
Wensleydale Settlement Trustees v IRC.109 In the Wensleydale case, which 
dealt with trusts, Special Commissioner David Shirley had the following 
comments regarding ‗effective management‘:110 
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‗I emphasise the adjective ―effective‖. In my opinion it is not sufficient that some 
sort of management was carried on in the Republic of Ireland such as operating a 
bank account in the name of the trustees. ―Effective‖ implies realistic, positive 
management. The place of effective management is where the shots are called, 
to adopt a vivid transatlantic colloquialism.‘ 
  
The Special Commissioners were of the opinion that ‗effective‘ should be 
understood in the sense of the French meaning of the word ‗effective‘ (‗siège de 
direction effective‘), French being the other official version of the OECD Model, 
which connotes real. As such, having regard to the ordinary meaning of the 
words in their context and in the light of their object and purpose the Special 
Commissioner found that the ‗effective management‘ depended on where the 
real top-level management (or the  realistic, positive management) of the 
trustee, as trustee, was to be found.111 
 
The court recognised that there was no doubt that all the actions of the trustees 
in Mauritius were carried out correctly and were well documented. That is, the 
appropriate meetings were held, the appropriate resolutions were taken, the 
trust was registered in the Register of Offshore Trusts, a bank account was 
opened, a tax residency certificate was obtained, and income tax was 
accounted for and paid. All administrative matters were attended to. However, 
the court said that the influence of Mr Smallwood, who was the settler and who 
alone had the power to appoint new trustees, and the guiding hands of the UK 
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advisors, were evident throughout. Ultimately the court held that the facts 
surrounding the appointment of the Mauritius trustees led them to believe that 
the real top level management or realistic, positive management of the trust 
remained in the UK. They accepted that the administration of the trust moved to 
Mauritius but in their view the key management decisions were made in the 
UK.112 
 
Accordingly, the court found that the trust was ‗effectively managed‘ in the UK. 
 
2.3 High court 
In the appeal to the High Court of Justice (Chancery Division)113 it was found 
that Mauritius had the right to tax the capital gains on the disposal of the shares. 
It was found that the Special Commission had erred in that it had overlooked a 
matter concerning the application of art 4 of the tax treaty. In this regard, the 
court held that:  
‗Article 4(3) only arises if there is a relevant competition between two relevant 
residence cases. That competition is only meaningful if you are measuring those 
two cases in relation to the same point of time. Mr Brennan conceded that a 
―effective management‖ assessment was a snapshot assessment, contrary to his 
case on residence itself (though one might have to modify the metaphor to 
accommodate the possibility, in some cases, that you might be resolving the 
question across a relevant periods of time longer than the period of a single and 
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simple disposal transaction). I have held that the relevant point of time is the date 
of the disposal in question. At that time the only place in which the trustee was 
resident, in the sense provided by Article (1), was Mauritius. At that time there 
was no case for saying that there was a UK residence. The fact that the trustee 
subsequently became UK resident does not throw that residence back into the 
Mauritius period so as to generate a competition. So there was only one place of 
residence, and no need to invoke ―effective management‖ as a tie-breaker.‘ 
 
Accordingly, the court held that art 4(3) should only have been considered if the 
trustees were resident in Mauritius and the UK at the same time i.e. when there 
is competition between two jurisdictions for a claim of residence. Accordingly, 
based on its interpretation of the capital gains clause read together with the 
residency clause no such dual residency conflict was present and consequently 
there was no need to resort to the ‗effective management‘ test contained art 
4(3). 
 
2.4 Court of Appeals 
The Court of Appeals,114 in a majority judgement of two to one, rejected this 
―snapshot‖ approach and held instead that one should take a holistic approach 
to the determination of the trust‘s place of effective management and consider 
where the place of effective management was. Under this holistic approach, the 
court concluded that the trust was ―effectively managed‖ in the UK.  
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All three judges found that the trust was resident in both the UK and Mauritius in 
the year in question and accordingly it was necessary to look at the residence 
tie-breaker test in art 4(3) based on the place of ‗effective management‘ of the 
trust. The three judges however failed to agree on how to apply the ‗effective 
management‘ test. 
 
Patten LJ, in his dissenting judgment, considered that the ‗effective 
management‘ test should be based on whether the decision of the Mauritian 
trustee to implement the tax scheme and sell the shares was taken by the board 
of directors of the Mauritian trustee company or whether the directors were 
merely carrying out the instructions of the UK tax advisors. In his view the 
trustees merely accepted the advice of the tax advisors to proceed with and 
implement the scheme in the interest of the beneficiaries. According to Patten 
LJ the trustees:115 
‗retained their rights and duties as trustees to consider the matter at the time of 
alienation and did not (on Special Commissioners‘ findings) agree merely to act 
on the instructions...The functions of the directors was not therefore usurped in 
the sense described in Wood v Holden.‘ 
 
Accordingly, he concluded that ‗effective management‘ was located in Mauritius. 
 
The remaining two judges, Hughes LJ and Ward LJ, disagreed and stated that 
the question was not where the ‗effective management‘ of the individual 
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Mauritian trust company trustee at the time of the disposal was but where the 
‗effective management‘ of the trustees as a continuing body was situated. The 
majority judgement therefore seems to have regarded the following factors as 
being decisive in favour of the ‗effective management‘ being in the UK:116 
‗The scheme was devised in the United Kingdom by Mr Smallwood on the 
advice of KPMG Bristol. The steps taken in the scheme were carefully 
orchestrated throughout from the United Kingdom, both by KPMG and by 
Quilter. And it was integral to the scheme that the trust should be exported to 
Mauritius for a brief temporary period only and then be returned, within the 
fiscal year, to the United Kingdom, which occurred. Mr Smallwood remained 
throughout in the UK. There was a scheme of management of this trust which 
went above and beyond the day to day management exercised by the trustees 
for the time being, and the control of it was located in the United Kingdom. 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
It appears that it was the aspect of ‗exporting‘ and ‗returning‘ of the trust was the 
reason which allowed for the differing views of the majority and minority judges, 
but on the general test for ‗effective management‘ in the absence of such short-
term ‗hiring and firing‘ of trustees, a general picture of the test for ‗effective 
management‘ does emerge from all three judgments.117 
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3. Laerstate BV v HMRC  
Another relevant case regarding ‗effective management‘ is the judgement of the 
First-Tier Tribunal (Tax) in Laerstate BV v HMRC.118 Note that this case deals 
both with the concept to CMC and ‗effective management‘. The principles 
dealing with CMC will be discussed in the paragraphs dealing with the CMC 
below. The facts of the case are stated here. 
 
Laerstate BV (Laerstate) was incorporated in the Netherlands on 1 August 1988 
and, as a result, was considered to be tax resident in the Netherlands under 
Netherlands domestic law. Initially, Mr Trapman was the sole director of 
Laerstate. On 9 December 1992 Mr Bock acquired the entire shareholding of 
Laerstate and at a shareholders‘ meeting of Laerstate appointed himself as a 
director on the same day. During the same period, Laerstate acquired shares in 
Lonrho plc. 
 
In February 1993, Mr Bock commenced his employment in London as Joint 
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of Lonrho plc. In late 1996 the 
shares in Lonrho plc shares were sold by Laerstate. However, shortly before 
sale of the shares, Mr Bock resigned as director of Laerstate, citing a conflict of 
interest between his duties at Lonrho plc and director of Laerstate as the 
reason. Inland Revenue sought to tax the gain in respect of the disposal of the 
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shares on the basis that Laerstate was a tax resident in the UK at the time the 
gain arose.119 
 
In order for Laerstate to be subject to tax in the UK, it‘s CMC had to be located 
in the UK for domestic law purposes or, alternatively, to the extent that 
Laerstate was dual resident for the purposes of the domestic laws of the UK 
and Netherlands, the ‗effective management‘ had to be in the UK in terms of the 
treaty. The Tribunal found that, on its interpretation of the domestic residency 
test of CMC, Laerstate was tax resident in the UK during the period (see a 
discussion of the principles on CMC discussed by the Tribunal below). It 
therefore had to turn to the UK-Netherlands treaty to resolve the dual residency 
conflict.  
 
In considering the company‘s ‗effective management‘ for purposes of the 
application of the UK-Netherlands treaty, the Tribunal adopted the approach of 
the Special Commissioner‘s in the Smallwood case.120 The Tribunal adopted 
the reasoning and approach that, having regard to the ordinary meaning of the 
words in their context and in the light of its object and purpose, that ‗effective 
management‘ is where the real management of the company is found.121 
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The Tribunal concluded that Laerstate‘s ‗effective management‘ was exercised 
in the UK, finding that:122 
‗...Mr Bock‘s activities were concerned with policy, strategic and management matters 
throughout the time when he was a director of the Appellant and also after he ceased to 
be a director. We find that his activities constituted the real top level management (or 
realistic positive management) of the Appellant and Mr Trapman‘s activities were limited 
to signing documents when told to do so and dealing with routine matters such as the 
accounts. As such the place of effective management was in the UK.‘ 
 
4. Principles established 
In summary therefore, in order to determine where a person (other than a 
natural person) has its ‗effective management‘ for purposes of art 4(3), one 
must establish where, based on the all relevant facts and circumstances, the 
key management and commercial decisions necessary for the conduct of the 
business as a whole are made i.e. the location where is the real top level 
management (or realistic, positive management) of the business is to be 
found.123 
 
Generally, the key management and commercial decisions will be made at the 
superior management level (broader, strategic, or policy type management) and 
it is where those decisions are made (or taken) that will be decisive. However, 
to the extent that the key management and commercial decisions are made by 
hands-on operational management of the company, the place where those 
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decisions are implemented may be decisive in determining the place of 
‗effective management‘. 
 
All the facts and circumstances must however be examined. 
 
5. Central management and control (CMC) 
5.1 Introduction 
As already stated, South Africa does not have a definition of what is meant by 
‗effective management‘. South African courts have also not been called upon to 
consider the meaning of the concept. In formulating their views, many authors 
and commentators are however influenced by the OECD interpretation and also 
by concepts used in other domestic tax laws of other countries to determine 
domestic residence.124 Specific mention should be made to the concept of CMC 
which is a concept used in, inter alia, the UK, Canada and Australian domestic 
tax laws. 
 
Silke on International tax125 states that the concept of CMC is probably the 
closest to that of ‗effective management‘. It is therefore appropriate to consider 
the principles enunciated in the cases dealing with CMC. It is however 
submitted that the use by the legislature of a different concept must surely 
indicate a desire to apply a concept different from the place of CMC. This 
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concept has been subject to a fair amount of case law. The prevailing opinion is 
that the concept of CMC is similar to that of ‗effective management‘ rather than 
being its equivalent.126  
 
Accordingly, these principles cannot be relied upon to provide a general rule in 
situations dealing with ‗effective management‘ but should rather serve as a 
guideline. Clegg127 is of the opinion that the UK courts have exhibited a 
consequent tendency to drift towards the CMC test and to give unwarranted 
weight to the role of the board. It is however still a valuable concept to analyse 
as the lines in most situations may be blurred. 
  
5.2 De Beers case 
De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd v Howe (Surveyor of Taxes)128 is the leading 
case dealing with the concept of CMC. In this case the company was 
incorporated in South Africa and all of its profits were made from the mining and 
disposal of diamonds. All mining activates occurred in Kimberley. The head 
office of the company was located in Kimberley where all general meetings 
were also held. Directors‘ meetings were held both in Kimberly and London. 
However, the majority of the directors resided and met in London. The Articles 
of Association provided that no less than four directors reside in London at all 
times. The proceedings at the directors meeting were governed by certain by-
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laws which were drawn up and approved in London and subsequently 
communicated to Kimberley. These by-laws provided, inter alia, for the 
following: 
 The Kimberly directors were put in charge of the technical management 
and expenditure on wages and materials of the mines. Where practical, 
the Kimberley directors had to consult the London directors on matters of 
exceptional importance; 
 For expenditure over £25,000 the approvals of the majority of all the 
directors were required. Only in exceptional circumstances could a 
majority of the Kimberley directors spend up to £50,000; 
 With respect to expenditure below £25,000, a majority of directors in 
either Kimberley or London could approve such expenditure; 
 The decisions in connection with the disposal of diamonds or other 
assets, development of mines, the application of profits and the 
appointment of directors required the approval of a majority of all 
directors which, as already noted, resided in the UK; 
 The company accounts were approved in London with the directors from 
both Kimberley and London making alternative suggestions as to the 
appropriation of profits.  
 
It was found by the court that the main control of the company‘s affairs was in 
the hands of the London directors. They controlled, in all material aspects, the 
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negotiation of contracts and policy decisions with respect to the company‘s 
significant assets. 
  
In considering the location of CMC, Lord Loreburn stated that:129  
‗A company cannot eat or sleep, but it can keep house and do business. We 
ought, therefore, to see where it really keeps house and does business . . .the 
decision of Kelly CB and Huddleston B in the Calcutta Jute Mills v Nicholson and 
the Cesena Sulphur Company v Nicholson, now thirty years ago, involved the 
principle that a company resides for purposes of income tax where its real 
business is carried on. Those decisions have been acted upon ever since. I 
regard that as the true rule, and the real business is carried on where the central 
management and control actually abides.‘ 
 
CMC therefore normally coincides with the place where the directors of the 
company exercise their power and authority. This is generally the place where 
they meet and where real control is exercised.130 
 
The judgement however appear to be very formalistic in its approach as it does 
not seem to provide for the possibility that management and control may be 
performed by people other than the board of directors.131 
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5.3 Parent / subsidiary relationship 
The De Beers case has however over the years been cited, with approval, in 
many subsequent cases. In Unit Construction Co Ltd v Bullock132 it was noted 
by Lord Ratcliffe that: 
‗the test laid down [in the De Beers case] was as precise and as unequivocal as 
a positive statutory injunction‘. [Emphasis added] 
 
However where a parent company has the power to control a subsidiary 
company, the interpretation of the CMC may not lie where the board of directors 
meet. 
 
In the Unit Construction case three wholly owned subsidiary companies were 
incorporated in Kenya. The subsidiaries‘ articles of association stated that the 
powers of management vested in the directors located in Kenya. It was however 
evident from the facts of the case that the local directors stood aside in all 
matters of real importance and that it was the board of directors UK parent 
which, albeit unconstitutionally, usurped the power of the local board to take 
decisions concerning the respective companies. Consequently, the subsidiaries 
were found be centrally managed and controlled in the UK. 
 
The decisions in both the De Beers and Unit Construction cases make it clear 
that the place of CMC is primarily a question of fact. The cases demonstrate 
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that it is the highest level of control of the business which counts for purposes of 
CMC. That control may be exercised by the board of directors in accordance 
the company‘s articles of association, as in the De Beers case, or by some 
other person, be it a parent company or individual shareholder, who has based 
on the facts assumed management and control of the business, as in Unit 
Construction.133  
 
A recent case, Wood & another v Holden (Inspector of Taxes)134 draws from the 
principles enunciated in the Unit Construction and also expands on them. In his 
judgment Park J noted that it is normal, in the context of a group of companies 
that a parent company will have plans for what it wants its subsidiaries to do, 
and that the directors of the subsidiaries will ordinarily be willing to accept the 
parent company‘s wishes. He however notes that the situation of usurping the 
board control is not the normal course of action in a parent and subsidiary 
relationship. He therefore notes that:135 
‗Unit Construction v Bullock is a very important case, but it is also in my view a 
highly exceptional case in terms of the result. It was not a case where the local 
boards still exercised CMC, but did so under guidance and influence from the 
parent company in the UK. It was a case in which the local boards stood aside 
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altogether, and the parent company effectively usurped what in theory were the 
functions of the local boards.‘ 
  
It is however clear from his judgment that if the board of the subsidiary 
exercises its discretion when coming to its decisions and would have refused to 
carry out an improper or unwise decision, the decision remains that of the board 
of the subsidiary and hence no usurping would have occurred. The judge 
therefore emphasises the distinction and further notes that:136 
‗There is a difference between, on the one hand, exercising management and 
control and, on the other hand, being able to influence those who exercise 
management and control. There is another difference, highlighted by Unit 
Construction v Bullock, between, on the one hand, usurping the power of a local 
board to take decisions concerning the company and, on the other hand, 
ensuring that the local board knows what the parent company desires the 
decisions to be.‘ 
 
It is therefore clear that CMC is ordinarily located where the directors exercise 
their power, which is, as a general rule, where they meet.  
 
5.4 Mindless rubberstamping 
With reference to the actions taken by the company and the company‘s board, it 
is evident in the judgment that the physical acts of signing resolutions or 
documents would not be the end of the enquiry as regards management. This 
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finding was made in the lower court but was approved by Park J when he also 
further stated that:137  
‗If directors of an overseas company sign documents mindlessly, without even 
thinking what the documents are, I accept that it would be difficult to say that 
the national jurisdiction in which the directors do that is the jurisdiction of 
residence of the company. But if they apply their minds to whether or not to sign 
the documents, the authorities... indicate that it is a very different matter.‘ 
 
There is therefore a distinction drawn by Park J between the when the board of 
directors exercise their minds when taking decisions and when they mindlessly 
rubberstamp the wishes of their parent. The theme was picked up by the 
Tribunal Judges and expanded on in Laerstate case, in the section of its 
judgement dealing with CMC, adopted a substance over form approach and 
stated the following:138 
‗There is nothing to prevent a majority shareholder, whether a parent company 
or an individual majority shareholder, indicating how the directors of the 
company should act. If they consider the wishes and act on them it is still their 
decision. The borderline is between the directors making the decision and not 
making any decision at all. At the extreme end is the case where, for example, 
an agreement is put in front of the directors open at the signature page and they 
sign it regardless. This is an example of the mindless signing to which Park J 
refers.‘  
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He notes further that:139 
‗Moving up the scale is the situation where the directors know what they are 
signing, for example that it is an agreement for the sale of shares, and sign it 
without considering whether it would be better to sign it or not. An objective way 
of testing whether this is the case is to ask whether the directors have the 
absolute minimum amount of information that a person would need to have in 
order to be able to make a decision at all on whether to agree to follow the 
shareholder‘s wishes or to decide not to sign: in our example this would include 
such matters as whether they had any knowledge of, or received any advice on, 
whether the price was sensible. In that case there is still no decision by the 
directors. ...‘  
 
‗Next up the scale is the case where the directors follow the wishes of the 
shareholder after considering whether or not to follow them and have at least 
the absolute minimum information referred to in the previous paragraph but less 
information than a reasonable director would require in order sensibly to decide 
whether or not to follow the shareholder‘s wishes: ―Ill-informed or ill-advised 
decisions taken in the management of a company remain management 
decisions‖ (Wood v Holden in the Court of Appeal at [43]).‘ The distinction 
between this case and that in the previous paragraph is that in the latter there is 
no decision by the directors because nobody could have made a decision 
based on less than the absolute minimum of information necessary to make 
such a decision, while here there is at least such an absolute minimum of 
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information and so there is a decision by the directors, although an ill-informed 
one.‘  
 
The judgement went further drawing from the principle established in Untelrab 
Ltd v McGregor where it was noted that:140  
‗… although a board might do what it was told to do it did not follow that the 
control and management of the company lay with another, so long as the board 
exercised their discretion when coming to their decisions and would have 
refused to carry out an improper or unwise transaction;…‘ 
   
6. Conclusion 
Silke on International Tax states that based on the authority on the concept 
CMC, the following principles may be relevant to the enquiry of ‗effective 
management‘:141 
 The real business is carried on where the CMC actually abides i.e. where 
the company ‗keep house and do business‘ (De Beers case); 
 CMC is purely a question of fact and there is no merit in the assumption 
that it defaults to the place where the directors meet; 
 The physical acts of signing resolutions or documents will not suffice as 
actual management. The mindless actions of management will be 
considered to be no action at all for the purposes of determining CMC; 
and 
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 In determining whether a director has applied his mind an appropriate 
enquiry would be to ask whether the director had the absolute minimum 
amount of information at his disposal to make a decision. 
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Chapter 7  Draft discussion paper 
 
1. Introduction 
SARS have, after nearly 10 years, noted the criticism on their approach to 
‗effective management‘ and are in the processes of amending the IN6. They 
have asked for comments by the public on the SARS Discussion Paper.142 It is 
intended that any revisions to IN6 must balance multiple and sometimes 
competing goals and provide clarity and certainty wherever possible.  
 
Having regard to the OECD Commentary and foreign precedent this paper will 
provide recommendations. 
 
2. Objectives of the replacement Interpretation Note 
2.1 Substance over form 
The new Interpretation Note must help to ensure that the ‗effective 
management‘ concept fulfils its purpose as a substantive test that is not open to 
simple, formalistic manipulation. As already noted, it is clear that a board-centric 
approach cannot be relied upon in the current economic environment, to the 
extent that it ever could, in determining the location of ‗effective management‘. 
This was a recognised by the OECD in 2008, when it deleted the reference to 
an entity‘s board of directors or similar body in the Commentary on art 4 of the 
OECD MTC. 
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2.2 Need for certainty 
The revisions should seek to reduce uncertainty wherever possible. As stated, 
and to which SARS have agreed by now, IN6 appears to have caused 
uncertainty in at least three ways:143 
 Firstly, by adopting an approach that appears to conflict with the weight 
of international authority insofar as the general approach focuses on the 
place where strategic decisions are ―executed and implemented‖, as 
opposed to the place where the decision-making, in substance, takes 
place;  
 Secondly, by appearing at times to blur the lines between what have 
been called the ―second‖ and ―third‖ levels of management; and  
 Thirdly, by including factors in the guideline that appear to be in conflict 
with and contradict the general approach taken by IN6.  
 
3 No one size fits-all approach  
SARS correctly note that it may not be uncommon for a company‘s board of 
directors to retain control over major actions, such as, decision to enter an 
entirely new line of business or to sell all or substantially all of the company‘s 
assets, while nonetheless giving its senior management carte blanche in 
respect of the day-to-day running of the business. Also, in many cases, senior 
management could be responsible for both the highest level of running the day-
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to-day business and the actual development and formation of the company‘s 
key commercial strategies and policies, whilst the board‘s role is limited to the 
ratifying or formally approving those strategies and policies.144  
 
The members of senior management may not all be located in one place, while 
the place where formal meetings of a board of directors or similar body meets 
may have little or no connection with where decisions are really made.145  
 
Passive and intermediate holding companies in turn present issues of their own, 
as noted in Chapter 3 (4.4) already.  
 
The revisions would therefore need to take into account the many permutations 
of factual situations that may arise. However, it cannot be expected of the 
revisions to provide a definitive rule test and the need to examine all relevant 
facts will still have to be evident in the note. What the new note can do is to 
resolve the clear conflicts and inconsistencies that exist within IN6.146  
 
4 Headquarter company regime 
It has also been noted that the revisions should provide guidance in the area of 
the headquarter company regime. To the extent possible, the revisions should 
seek to relieve anxiety over situations involving foreign operating subsidiaries 
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with bona fide foreign operations and top level managers who are responsible 
for the high level day-to-day running of those operations.147  
 
In such a case, it is submitted, that the entity will be ‗effectively managed‘ where 
those top level managers exercise their routine day-to-day responsibilities.  
 
5 SARS tentative proposals 
5.1 Refinement of the general focus 
SARS‘ first proposal is to refine the general approach taken in IN6. Whilst it is 
proposed that the new note will, as a general rule, continue to focus on the 
activities of the ―second level of management‖ as where ‗effective management‘ 
will be located, SARS states that:148 
‗... it would be clarified that the primary emphasis is upon those ―top‖ personnel 
who ―call the shots‖ and exercise ―realistic positive management.‖ In general, 
these individuals would be the senior officers or executives who are responsible 
for: (1) actually developing or formulating key operational or commercial 
strategies and policies for, or taking decisions on key operational or commercial 
actions by the company (regardless of whether those strategies, policies and 
decisions are subject to formal approval by a board or similar body) and (2) 
ensuring that those strategies and policies are carried out. Areas of decision-
making involving extraordinary matters (such as major acquisitions, disposals, 
mergers or new borrowing) that are commonly reserved to a company‘s board 
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or its shareholders generally would not be considered part of this ―second level 
of management‖ for a foreign operating subsidiary and therefore generally 
would not affect the determination of a foreign operating subsidiary‘s place of 
effective management. Similarly, day-to-day operational decision-making by 
junior and middle management would also generally fall outside of the second 
level of management, as would the performance of routine administrative or 
support functions. 
 
In addition, the Discussion paper notes that the current references to the 
implementation of strategy and policy as a determining factor in the enquiry of 
‗effective management‘ will be deleted. The Note, by way of example, sketches 
the following scenario:149 
‗Thus, for example, a manufacturing company may have a head office in 
Johannesburg, where all of its senior management is based (including the 
managing director, finance director, sales director, and human resources 
director, as well as their immediate subordinates) and a main plant in 
Botswana, where the manufacturing takes place under the supervision of local 
management. In this situation, the company‘s place of effective management 
would be its head office in Johannesburg. The result would be the same if the 
company‘s board of directors met in Gaborone, where it routinely approved 
proposals formulated by senior management or, if and when necessary, took 
decisions on extraordinary matters.‘ 
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What is apparent from the example is that no significance is placed on where 
the operations of the company take place or on where the board of directors 
meet. 
 
5.2 Terminology  
The inconsistency in the use of terminology will be addressed by proposed 
definitions of the following terms:150 
 senior management 
 operational management;  
 executive/inside directors;  
 non-executive/outside directors;  
 head office;  
 base of operations; and  
 passive holding company.  
 
5.3 Relevant facts and circumstances  
SARS have also proposed to amend the ‗relevant facts and circumstances‘ 
section by deleting the reference to legal factors, such as the place of 
incorporation, formation or establishment, the location of registered office and 
public officer. This would be a welcome change as these formal criteria, as 
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stated above, should not affect the enquiry of where a company is ‗effectively 
managed‘.151 
 
It has also been proposed that the reference to ‗where controlling shareholders 
make key management and commercial decisions in relation to the company‘ 
will be clarified. It seems that it is intended that this factor would be so amended 
to cater specifically for situations in which the controlling shareholders in 
substance ‗call the shots‘ and / or the board of directors or similar body is not 
the true decision-maker. SARS concedes that, as stated above, this factor 
would be relevant in determining the place of ‗effective management‘ of passive 
holding companies.  
 
In this light, a definition of a passive holding company for the purposes of the 
application of ‗effective management‘ should be a welcome one. 
  
In addition SARS have also proposed that the following be added to the list of 
considerations:152 
 Delegations of authority by the board of directors or similar body, for 
example, to an executive committee; 
 Consideration of differing board structures, for example, distinctions 
between commercial and non-commercial or supervisory boards; 
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 The identification of various factors that will generally be given little 
weight, for example, the place where administrative activities, such as 
the opening of a bank account, take place; 
 Refinement of the distinctions between various levels of management. 
For example, in companies operating on a divisional basis, individual 
divisions are often run by an executive vice president or operational 
manager who reports to a higher level of management that is responsible 
for the company as a whole. In such a situation, the place of effective 
management would be the place where that top level of management is 
primarily or predominantly based; 
 Criteria for determining the base of operations for senior management in 
situations where senior management travels frequently or operates from 
multiple locations (with meetings held, for example, via video 
conferencing).  
 
The principles and guidelines would also be expanded to include examples 
illustrating the application of the abovementioned factors.  
 
6 E-mail correspondence with Clegg 
In e-mail correspondence with Clegg, he has noted that:  
‗The discussion paper recognises the principal difficulties experienced with IN6 
and makes valuable points, concessions and recommendations. The 
recognition that 'calling the shots' is a critical marker of ―effective management‖ 
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and that where there is competition between locations, the place of effective 
management should migrate upwards and not downwards as suggested in IN6.‘ 
 
Clegg suggests that the criteria for determining the ―base of operations‖ where 
senior management travels or operates from multiple locations must be 
discussed in further detail. In this regard he notes that such travelling frequently 
results from a senior manager being based in one location (home base) where 
he does his thinking and debating with colleagues but travelling to operational 
or regional management locations where he may finalise and/or give effect to 
the thoughts or decisions he has considered/taken at the home base. In such a 
situation it will generally be necessary to determine where, as a general rule, 
the individual makes his decisions, rather than where he imparts them. This 
would also correspond with the approach taken in the OECD Commentary, 
which looks to the place where the decisions are made as opposed to where it 
is implemented. 
 
Clegg goes further and notes that 'calling the shots' is a function which involves 
the communication to subordinates by a manager of his wishes. Should it 
therefore be that:   
‗the manager regularly imparts decisions from his home base (by video 
conference, telephone, email or - see Tel Peda investigations 1965(4)(South 
Africa 475(E)) this would  be a further factor confirming the home base as 
―effective management‖, notwithstanding that significant activity also takes 
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place in regional locations, which would probably be inevitable in most 
circumstances.‘  
 
He further notes that if communicating by such managers is done regionally, it 
would be necessary to conclude, on a review of all the facts, where the most 
influential of these activities i.e. the making and communicating of decisions 
takes place. Where it is not practically possible to easily identify the most 
influential activities, he suggests that migration upwards to the next level of 
management would be the logical and practical solution.  
 
In support of his view of migrating up the hierarchical chain he notes the 
following in an article:153 
‗It is generally accepted – and expressly said so to be so in the OECD 
commentary – that an artificial person can have only one place of effective 
management at a time. Accordingly, when the management of a company is 
split between locations in a way that it becomes impossible to give priority to the 
one or the other, it would,...be necessary to look to another functionary at a 
higher level in the company hierarchy to determine where ‗the shots‘ are really 
called. Were the location to be sought at a lower level it would offend either 
against the concept of ‗effective‘ management being at the most senior 
executive level, or against the principle that effective management for the 
company as a whole, can be found in only one location‘.  
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Chapter 8  Conclusion 
 
‗Effective management‘, which is a substance over form concept, can therefore 
be described as a function which embodies the periodic, most senior executive 
management functions, which are required for the management of the affairs of 
the entity as whole. The test of ‗effective management‘ by its very nature is 
concerned with where the crucial decisions are made in order to make a 
business function. To identify the location of ‗effective management‘ it is 
necessary to enquire who ‗calls the shots‘ in the context of the management of 
the company as opposed to who controls the company. 
 
Control of a company by its board (acting as such) is not necessarily a 
component of ‗effective management‘ and hence the location of board meetings 
is irrelevant to the enquiry. This does not mean that a board cannot be 
responsible for ‗effectively managing‘ a company. It is typical in some 
companies however i.e. investment holding companies that the board exercises 
‗effective management‘. It is submitted that any person who, on the face of it 
seems unconnected to a company, could ‗effectively manage‘ a company if that 
person is, in substance, responsible for the most senior executive management 
functions of the company. 
 
It should be noted that there cannot be a one-size fits all rule or bright-line test 
to determine ‗effective management‘ and that each situation would have to be 
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analysed on its own. In many cases the nature of the entity and its modus 
operandi would have to be taken into account. 
 
In the case of an operating company, the senior executive management 
functions would generally be the activities of the senior executive director, 
acting as managing director of the company, who would ensure that the 
strategy laid down by the board is given effect to in the operations of the 
company. In these companies the board of directors‘ function would be limited 
to the exercise of control over corporate direction and strategy. ‗Effective 
management‘ of such a company would therefore be relatively easy to identify. 
Difficulties may however arise where these management functions are shared 
between a more than one person. However, in such a case, one of those 
persons generally settles any disputes or ‗calls the shots‘ in cases of 
disagreement and it is that person whose place of work and activities which 
should identify the place of ‗effective management‘. 
 
As investment holding companies activities are normally restricted to the board 
having periodic meetings to consider the financial and management reports of 
its subsidiaries, or the performance of its portfolio, to recommend strategy 
changes and sometimes actually give effect to those decisions, ‗effective 
management‘ may, in such instances, often be where the board of directors 
meets.  
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Where the board merely rubberstamps the wishes of its parent 
company/shareholder, it could be that such parent/shareholder are found to be 
usurping control and also ‗effective management‘. The location of that parent 
company‘s executive decisions in relation to such subsidiary‘s operations would 
then be the place of ‗effective management‘. 
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